
• 

• 

H' 
~d == E O(€')d€' 

where E is the modulus of elasticity, € is the relative 

elongation, 0 is the stress applied, and H' is a numerical 

factor of the order of 1/3 (van den Beukel, 1969). If stress 

is linearly related to strain in the plastic region, then 

Saada's relation predicts that defect concentration depends 

quadratically on plastic strain (compare to Nabarro's models). 

The above models do not explicitly account for the effect of 

strain rate. 

There are a number of empirical relations published for 

low strain rate deformation which sugge'st proportionality 

between 

1. defect concentration and square of flow stress (Kovacs, 
Nagy, and Feltham, 1964; Gindin, Khotkevich, Neklyudov, 
Lebedev, and Bobonets, 1971); 

2. defect concentration and dislocation density (Kovacs 
e t a1. , 1964); 

3. flow stress and square root of dislocation density 
(Kovacs et al., 1964; Briley and Hirsch, 1960); 

4. stored energy and square of shear stress (Wolfenden, 
1969; Nakada, 1965). 

Relation 3 is also derived in work hardening theories for the 

rapid work hardening region (stage II) (Hirsch , 1967). The 

above relations can be incorporated into a single scheme if we 

assume a Saada- type relation, and linear relations between 

stress and strain, and between flow stress and square root of 

dislocation density. 

Whether this scheme is descriptive of the high strain-

rate deformation associated with shock waves is not known. At 
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least, coeftiGtent~ of proportionality will probably be dif-

ferent from thQp8 at ~oW §tT~iA ~at~PJ ~op tne shock case the 

s cheme implies 

2 1 2 Xpd re e .". (~ . ) 
2 V 2 

~ s : :; (Ln V ) 
o 

e
l is the uniaxial gtr~in at t~~ ~v~oniQt elastic limit. 

Ftg. 14 shQwS that thi~ ~~lattpp gives q fair fit to the .data. 

For W3N Xv = 0~36 §2 and fpr MRG ~ = 0.22 e~ using Eq. (10). 

A plot of .tn(Llpr/po) versus . .tn,e-e) ~ctually shows ~d i p 

A/2 
proportional to e/" (as in one of Nabarrp I s models) rathe:r 
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than e
2 (Fig. 15). For the exppe§RiQn Xv = A(_~)n the results 

for W3N foil are A = Q,l~, ~ :; 1.58, and for MRO foil ar~ A = 

o . 051, n = 1. 46 . 

It is of i~ter~st t~ caleul~te th~ def~ct concentration 

predicted for silve+ oy S.~~~a's *el~tion. F~p gilver H' = 0.28 

(Dawson, 1965b~ E ~ 0.'71 Mb<;ii' ~d a q€p is take:q from S~c. 

111.C and I11,D! Fgr a {in?l §t~~~n @f ~O.Q5 the relation pre

dicts a defect oQnG~ntIlayiQ,n Qf 2 x ).0".5; apout tW9 orders of 

magnitude below vaJ-\,;leS Q9mpyteQ frpm the §hQ~k d§.t~, Hence, 

within the framework of QU~ a~~u~ptiong that all deviation 

resistivity i p d~e ~Q v~Ga~Q.~~~, an,~ tn~g snQGk Yi~~d pt:res~ 

can be computed frQ~ lOW st*"ain,-r~te te~s.il@ d~ta, Saada's rela

tion is not valid at th~ nigu st~ai~ rqt~§ a9soci~ted with 

shock compression. 
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